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TechDoc: Making your documents available!
Having the right document at the right time. A company’s largest challenge is often lack of or incorrect information. In
the design phase, time and money can often be saved, by consulting existing documentation. In the delivery phase, the
ability to rapidly and efficiently collaborate across disciplines and between different project organizations can increase
profitability. Above all, access to documentation is critical when the company is involved in legal disputes.
TechDoc version 8 is a powerful archiving and document management system, which easily can be tailored to fit new
industry standards and a company’s ever changing needs and procedures. The system provides users at all levels with
an efficient tool for archiving, finding, communicating and collaborating around a company’s documents, be they office or
technical in nature. TechDoc includes Oracle’s AutoVue, the most powerful visualization and collaboration solution for
the A/E/C, Manufacturing & Electronics markets, supporting more than 450 different file formats, including hybrid 3D
modeling.
A decade of R&D – Feedback from thousands of users ensures that the TechDoc platform provides you with a modern
and secure platform for enabling your archiving and document management solution.
The staff actually uses the system – By providing tailored user interfaces at each user level, TechDoc dramatically
increases the use of and payback time for an archiving and document management system.
A channel with industry experience– TDM Solutions’ team of distributors and resellers for the TechDoc products
have long industry experience in various segments, including Architectural, Engineering, Construction, Manufacturing,
Power & Utilities, Public/Governmental and many more.
Supports technical documentation processes – Revision control, number series, document workflow, drawing
package transmittals, subcontractor follow-up, document comparisons, cross-platform and 3rd party systems integration
(e.g. with AutoCAD®) and more.
Tailors to your needs – Some will choose to use TechDoc upon installation. For others it may be more beneficial to
tailor the system to fit their specific needs. TechDoc Design is a module that includes over 150 different functions that
can be included with your system at need, and its included free of charge!

Security and Control

TechDoc provides security features that can protect application and data from unauthorized access and loss. All
licensing is handled by Acresso Software FLEXlm technology.
Integration with RDBMS like Oracle or Microsoft® SQL Server, provides additional security and functionality beyond that
inherent in TechDoc. Collaboration sessions, where many users access and comment the same document at the same
time, are handled in such a way as to preserve all comments yet not change the original file.
AutoVue viewing Technology
The AutoVue viewer from Oracle is integrated into TechDoc as an OCX component. The AutoVue 2D Pro viewer which is
included in TechDoc can easily be upgraded to a 3D AutoVue viewer with or without collaboration functions, ie. Redlining
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and Markup. By subcontracting viewer technology development to Oracle, TechDoc users are assured continuous
functionality improvements from one of the leading technology vendors in the viewer industry.
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